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We analyze the importance of nonperturbative field configurations for phase transitions in field
theory at finite temperatures. We show, by analyzing different approaches used to investigate this
problem, that some of these field configurations play indeed an essential role in the phase transi-
tion. The different schemes to determine the temperature for which this happens lead to exactly
the same result.

The usual approach' to study symmetry restoration
and phase transitions in field theory at finite temperature
is based upon the analysis of the temperature-dependent
effective potential, which is evaluated perturbatively.

In Refs. 5 and 6 it has been pointed out that nonpertur-
bative classical field configurations play a very relevant
role for temperatures lower than the erturbative phase-
transition critical temperature [0(p/ k)]. In particular,
in Refs. 5 and 6 it is shown that the spontaneously broken
1&~ theory undergoes an Ising-type phase transition for
temperatures in which these field configurations play a
role (this temperature we call surface tension tempera-
ture).

Aoyama and Quinn have analyzed the same problem-
the existence of an Ising-type phase transition —for the
same model and conclude that the effect of bubblelike
nonperturbative effects are negligible for temperatures of
order p/W1. These results are clearly in contradiction to
those of Refs. 5 and 6.

Since Ref. 7 and the papers in Refs. 5 and 6 use dif-
ferent methods but work with similar field-theoretical con-
figurations (bubbles in Ref. 7 and domain walls in Refs. 5
and 6), the apparent contradiction is somewhat puzzling.
This paper is aimed at solving this puzzle.

In order to see that, in fact, both methods described in
these references should lead to the same conclusions we
will recall some basic facts about the expected phase tran-
sition of the ilp model and about the approaches used to

investigate them. At some point we will show the way to
reconcile the results,

A useful feature of the spontaneously broken ip model
is that it is very similar to the Ising model. This fact al-
lows us to draw some analogies between them.

One way of characterizing the phase transitions in the
Ising model is by studying the influence of boundary con-
ditions on the properties of the system. At high tempera-
tures there is no long-range order so that the boundary
conditions are irrelevant. However, at low temperatures
(below T, ), the existence of Iong-range order implies that
the properties of the system will depend upon the choice of
the boundary conditions.

This procedure for characterizing the existence of phase
transitions can also be applied to field theory. ' " This
is achieved by studying the free energy of the topological
defects that can occur in the system. For the spontaneous-
ly broken 1p model, the defect free energy (surface ten-
sion) is given by

f= — ln(ZD/Zt ),l

AT
(1)

where Zy is the partition function obtained when we im-
pose that the field configurations go to the usual vacuum
configuration (ptt 46m /A. ) at infinity, while ZD is ob-
tained by imposing that in a given direction (which we call
x) we have

y(x —+~) = —y(x ——~) -yt, ,
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and periodic boundary conditions in the other spatial di-
mension (y,z). A is the area of a cross section of the sys-
tem orthogonal to x.

We can evaluate fby using the semiclassical approxima-
tion 6 which yields

f(T)-—[I (yx(x)) —1(4Iy)j,1

A

where I is the generating functional for the one-particle-
irreducible Green's functions and px is the kink solution:

radius R. Considering the contribution from these config-
urat10ns, (p)T Is gIveII by

(y)T -yy(1 —2P),
where P is the mean probability of being in the interior of
a bubble. Using the dilute-gas approximation, one
obtains

ij2 II'

6 EPlXyx(x) - — m tanh
K2

In the high-temperature limit (T» In ) we have

(4)
~here

P~P' " — t -y'" — 4IIR '
P00- hm — dX& dR

oo 3+3 & c/m

xe —4mPPII D (P R )

From (5), we can see that f(T) is positive for T
& TsT 4m/Kk, implying that the boundary conditions

are important for this temperature range. However, f(T)
vanishes for T TsT, indicating the existence of a new
phase in which the boundary conditions are irrelevant.

We can make the following physical picture" of the sys-
tem from this behavior of f(T): At low temperatures
(T & TsT) the appearance of a defect in the system costs a
lot of energy since f is positive, so the topological defects
are rare. However, for T» TgT, there is an abundance of
topological defects since there is no energetic cost for their
appearance in the system as fvanishes.

As is well known, the above procedure is not the only
way of determining the phase diagram of the Ising model.
This can also be achieved by analyzing the spontaneous
magnetization as a function of the temperature. At tem-
peratures smaller than the critical one, the spontaneous
magnetization is nonvanishing, indicating that the symme-
try spin up~~spin down is spontaneously broken. For tem-
peratures above the critical, this symmetry is restored
since the magnetization vanishes.

The functional methodsI" in field theory (specifically
the effective-potential method) allow one to implement
that appraoch: We evaluate the thermal expectation value
(p&I of the field p which allows us to classify the phases of
the system since (p)T vanishes when the symmetry is re-
stored, while it is nonzero for spontaneously broken sym-
metries.

When we evaluate (p)I. through the use of the effective
potential, we only consider the contributions for (p&I of
the constant field configurations. However, we should also

. take into account nonperturbative fieM configurations.
This is precisely what was proposed by Aoyama and
Quinn. 7 The field configurations considered in their paper
are bqbbles that have an interior region in a different vac-
uum from that of the outside. The analytical expression
for these bubbles is

4Iy tanh ( I x X Iv'2

which corresponds to a bubble with a fixed center X and a

where DII(p,R) is the square root of the determinant
ratio:

det( —&+2m')DII,R
det'( —&+—,

' XIII' —m')

and p 2(2m ) ~ /1. The lower cutoff (c/m) in the radii
of the bubbles has been introduced as a result of an ap-
proximation (for further details, see Ref. 7).

At this point we shall perform the evaluation of DJI in
the high-temperature limit. This program can be carried
out through the determination of the eigenvalues of the
operator appearing in the determinants in (10). Since the
eigenvalues of the operator ( —&+2m 2) are trivially deter-
mined, all one needs to do is to compute the eigenvalues
ro(k, l) associated to the operator ( —&+—,'A, &II

—m )
when one uses spherical coordinates. There is a continuum
contribution to DR which can be written, in terms of
ro(k, l ), as

In Appendix A of Ref. 7 Aoyama and Quinn estimated
the high-temperature limit of (11) by means of the formal
expansion

ln(1 —e ~" ' )=In[pa)(l, k)] .

Unfortunately, however, the above expansion fails to
give the correct asymptotic behavior for the expression
(11). Instead of the InP behavior expected if the expan-
sion (12) is valid for the whole range of integration of
(11), we will get, as we will show shortly, a power
behavior. The failure of the formal expansion (12) can be
easily seen if one considers the contribution of the eigen-
values of the operators —&+2m in the limit. In this case
one gets

d'kin [1—exp[ —P(k'+ 2m') '~'1 j — T' . (l 3)
~J T&&2m

Had we used the expansion (12) we would have gotten
InP. The fact that in (13) we are using Cartesian coordi-
nates instead of spherical ones does not make any differ-
ence. In Ref. 5 we give'another example which illustrates
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D/t exp ——tr ln —&+—Pg
—m

1

2 2

—tr ln( —&+2m') (i4)

the fact that (12) fails for nonconstant field configura-
tions.

There is, however, another ~ay of extracting the high-
temperature behavior of the ratio Dg, without getting the
eigenvalues explicitly. This method, which we employ
no~, relies upon a diagrammatic expansion of Dg and then
studying the high-temperature limit of the series. In order
to obtain this series me start out by writing

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic expansion of D~.

an exponential of the diagrammatic series (Fig. 1) where
the solid lines represent the propagator G&, while the
dashed ones stand for the "background field" —,

'
A, p~—3m . In the high-temperature limit, the leading term of

this series comes from its first term and we obtain
(after renormalization)

Jh

where we have used the identity detQ exp(trlnO). It is
very simple to verify that

DR -exp — d'x[—,' watt'(x ) —3m')
24 J 2

Dg exp~ ——,
'

ln 1+ 1 —
y&

—3m ~ . (iS)—&+2m

which is the well-known results that the leading term of
the effective action has a term T2. Substituting (6) into
(16) leads to

DIt -exp(xR~&2mT ),
Now we expand the ln in powers of 6&(—,'A, ptt

—3m ),
where G& ( —&+2m ) '. Thus DIt can be expressed as which yields

I

IP

4xiY %2m
P00 lim d X dR exp —4' Pp — T

v oo 3~3 ~ 4c/m 3
(17)

The expression (17) tells us that, when the temperature
satisfies

Poo diverges, implying that P 2 and (p)T O. In fact, at
such a temperature T,', the regions of p + pv would be
randomly distributed over space, as happens in the order-
disorder phase transition of the Ising model. It is very im-
portant to stress the fact that T,' coincides with TgT, thus
making the pictures sketched in Ref. 7 and Refs. 5 and 6
coincident. This is the main result of our paper.

Consequently, the analyses in Ref. 7 and in the present
note teach us that nonperturbative field configurations
lead to a thermal expectation value of the field which is
nonvanishing for T ( T,' and that vanishes for T & T,'.
Since T,' coincides with TgT we are led to conclude that

I

the system has a phase transition at T-T,' Tgr and
that nonperturbative field configurations play an essential
role in it.

Moreover, at this temperature TgT, the perturbative ef-
fective potential starts being unreliable, for its value at the
minima gains an imaginary part. ' This imaginary part
shows that what we have here is an instability of the uni-
form background as the basis for the loop expansion. s

This instabiiity corroborates with the idea that the phase
transition of this system is deeply connected with the con-
tribution of nonperturbative field configurations.
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